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Abstract - Cloud computing is one of the significant developments that utilizes progressive computational power and upgrades
data distribution and data storing facilities. With cloud storage services, users can remotely store their data to the cloud and
realize the data sharing with others. Remote data integrity auditing is proposed to guarantee the integrity of the data stored in
the cloud. In some common cloud storage systems such as the electronic health records system, the cloud file might contain
some sensitive information. The sensitive information should not be exposed to others when the cloud file is shared. Encrypting
the whole shared file can realize the sensitive information hiding, but will make this shared file unable to be used by others.
How to realize data sharing with sensitive information hiding in remote data integrity auditing still has not been explored up to
now. In order to address this problem, we propose a remote data integrity auditing scheme that realizes data sharing with
sensitive information hiding in this paper. In this scheme, a sanitizer is used to sanitize the data blocks corresponding to the
sensitive information of the file and transforms these data blocks’ signatures into valid ones for the sanitized file. These
signatures are used to verify the integrity of the sanitized file in the phase of integrity auditing. As a result, our scheme makes
the file stored in the cloud able to be shared and used by others on the condition that the sensitive information is hidden, while
the remote data integrity auditing is still able to be efficiently executed. Meanwhile, the proposed scheme is based on identitybased cryptography, which simplifies the complicated certificate management. The security analysis and the performance
evaluation show that the proposed scheme is secure and efficient.
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I.INTRODUCTION
Cloud storage auditing is viewed as an important service
to verify the integrity of the data in public cloud.
Current auditing protocols are all based on the
assumption that the client’s secret key for auditing is
absolutely secure. However, such assumption may not
always be held, due to the possibly weak sense of
security and/or low security settings at the client. If such
a secret key for auditing is exposed, most of the current
auditing protocols would inevitably become unable to
work. With the explosive growth of data, it is a heavy
burden for users to store the sheer amount of data
locally. Therefore, more and more organizations and
individuals would like to store their data in the cloud.
However, the data stored in the cloud might be
corrupted or lost due to the inevitable software bugs,
hardware faults and human errors in the cloud [1].
The data sharing is an important application in cloud
storage scenarios. To protect the identity privacy of
user, Wang et al. [17] designed a privacy-preserving
shared data integrity auditing scheme by modifying the
ring signature for secure cloud storage. Yang et al. [18]

constructed an efficient shared data integrity auditing
scheme, which not only supports the identity privacy but
only achieves the identity traceability of users. Fu et al.
[19] designed a privacy-aware shared data integrity
auditing scheme by exploiting a homomorphic verifiable
group signature.
Other aspects, such as privacy-preserving authenticators
[27] and data deduplication [28], [29] in remote data
integrity auditing have also been explored. However, all
of existing remote data integrity auditing schemes
cannot support data sharing with sensitive information
hiding. In this paper, we explore how to achieve data
sharing with sensitive information hiding in identitybased integrity auditing for secure cloud storage.

II.PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this proposed system Remote data integrity auditing
is proposed to guarantee the integrity of the data stored
in the cloud. In order to verify whether the data is stored
correctly in the cloud, many remote data integrity
auditing schemes have been proposed [2]–[8]. In remote
data integrity auditing schemes, the data owner firstly
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needs to generate signatures for data blocks before
uploading them to the cloud. These signatures are used
to prove the cloud truly possesses these data blocks in
the phase of integrity auditing.
And then the data owner uploads these data blocks
along with their corresponding signatures to the cloud.
The data stored in the cloud is often shared across
multiple users in many cloud storage applications, such
as Google Drive, Dropbox and iCloud. Data sharing as
one of the most common features in cloud storage,
allows a number of users to share their data with others.
However, these shared data stored in the cloud might
contain some sensitive information.
For instance, the Electronic Health Records (EHRs) [9]
stored and shared in the cloud usually contain patients’
sensitive information (patient’s name, telephone number
and ID number, etc.) and the hospital’s sensitive
information (hospital’s name, etc.). If these EHRs are
directly uploaded to the cloud to be shared for research
purposes, the sensitive information of patient and
hospital will be inevitably exposed to the cloud and the
researchers.
Besides, the integrity of the EHRs needs to be
guaranteed due to the existence of human errors and
software/hardware failures in the cloud. Therefore, it is
important to accomplish remote data integrity auditing
on the condition that the sensitive information of shared
data is protected.

we employ the binary tree structure and the pre order
traversal technique to update the secret keys for the
client. We also develop a novel authenticator
construction to support the forward security and the
property of block less verifiability. The security proof
and the performance analysis show that our proposed
protocol is secure and efficient.

III.CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an identity-based data
integrity auditing scheme for secure cloud storage,
which supports data sharing with sensitive information
hiding. In our scheme, the file stored in the cloud can be
shared and used by others on the condition that the
sensitive information of the file is protected. Besides,
the remote data integrity auditing is still able to be
efficiently executed. The security proof and the
experimental analysis demonstrate that the proposed
scheme achieves desirable security and efficiency.
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